Indian languages are known to have a large speaker base, yet some of these languages have minimal or non-efficient linguistic resources. For example, Kannada is relatively resource-poor compared to Malayalam, Tamil and Telugu, which in-turn are relatively poor compared to Hindi. Many Indian language pairs exhibit high similarities in morphology and syntactic behaviour e.g. Kannada is highly similar to Telugu. In this paper, we show how to build a cross-language part-of-speech tagger for Kannada exploiting the resources of Telugu. We also build large corpora and a morphological analyser (including lemmatisation) for Kannada. Our experiments reveal that a cross-language taggers are as efficient as mono-lingual taggers. We aim to extend our work to other Indian languages. Our tools are efficient and significantly faster than the existing monolingual tools.
Introduction
Part-of-speech (POS) taggers are some of the basic tools for natural language processing in any language. For example, they are needed for terminology extraction using linguistic patterns or for selecting word lists in language teaching and lexicography. At the same time, many languages lack POS taggers. One reasons for this is the lack of other basic resources like corpora, lexicons or morphological analysers. With the advent of Web, collecting corpora is no longer a major problem (Kilgarriff et al., 2010) . With technical advances in lexicography (Atkins and Rundell, 2008) , building lexicons and morphological analysers is also possible to considerable extent.
The other reason for the lack of POS taggers is partly due the lack of researchers working on a particular language. Due to this, some languages do not have any annotated data to build efficient taggers.
Cross-language research mainly aims to build tools for a resource-poor language (target language) using the resources of a resource-rich language (source language). If the target language is typologically related to the source one, it is possible to rely on the resource rich language.
In this work, we aim to find if cross language tools for Indian languages are any efficient as compared to existing mono-lingual tools. As a use case, we experiment with the resource-poor language Kannada, by building various crosslanguage POS taggers, using the resources of its typologically-related and relatively resource-rich language Telugu. Our POS taggers can also be used as a morphological analyser since our POS tags include morphological information. We also build a lemmatiser for Kannada which uses POS tag information to choose a relevant lemma from the set of plausible lemmas.
Related Work
There are several methods for building POS taggers for a target language using source language resources. Some researchers Das and Petrov, 2011) built POS taggers for a target language using parallel corpus. The source (cross) language is expected to have a POS tagger. First, the source language tools annotate the source side of the parallel corpora. Later these annotations are projected to the target language side using the alignments in the parallel corpora, creating virtual annotated corpora for the target language. A POS tagger for the target is then built from the virtual annotated corpora. Other methods which make use of parallel corpora are (Snyder et al., 2008; Naseem et al., 2009) . These approaches are based on hierarchical Bayesian models and Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling techniques. They aim to gain from information shared across languages. The main disadvantage of all such methods is that they rely on parallel corpora which itself is a costly resource for resource-poor languages. Hana et al. (2004) and Feldman et al. (2006) propose a method for developing a POS tagger for a target language using the resources of another typologically related language. Our method is motivated from them, but with the focus on resources available for Indian languages.
Hana et al. (2004)
Hana et al. aim to develop a tagger for Russian from Czech using TnT (Brants, 2000) , a second-order Markov model. Though the languages Czech and Russian are free-word order, they argue that TnT is as efficient as other models.
TnT tagger is based on two probabilities -the transition and emission probabilities. The tag sequence of a given word sequence is selected by calculating
where w i . . . w n is the word sequence and t 1 . . . t n are their corresponding POS tags.
Transition probabilities, P (t i |t i−1 , t i−2 ), describe the conditional probability of a tag given the tags of previous words. Based on the intuition that transition probabilities across typologically related languages remain the same, Hana et al. treat the transition probabilities of Russian to be the same as Czech.
Emission probabilities, P (w i |t i ), describe the conditional probability of a word given a tag. It is not straightforward to estimate emission probabilities from a cross-language. Instead, Hana et al. develop a light paradigm-based (a set of rules) lexicon for Russian which emits all the possible tags for a given word form. The distribution of all the tags of a word is treated to be uniform. Using this assumption, surrogate emission probabilities of Russian are estimated without using Czech.
The accuracy of the cross-pos tagger, i.e. the tagger of Russian built using Czech, is found to be encouraging.
Existing Tools for Kannada
There exists literature on Kannada morphological analysers (Vikram and Urs, 2007; Shambhavi et al., 2011) and POS taggers but none of them have any publicly downloadable resources. Murthy (2000) gives an overview of existing resources for Kannada and points out that most of these exist without public access. We are interested only in the work whose tools are publicly available for download.
We found only one downloadable POS tagger for Kannada developed by the Indian Language Machine Translation (ILMT) consortium 1 . The consortium publicly released tools for 9 Indian languages including Kannada and Telugu. The available tools are transliterators, morphological analysers, POS taggers and shallow parsers.
The POS taggers from the ILMT consortium are mono-lingual POS taggers i.e. trained using the target language resources itself. These were developed by Avinesh and Karthik (2007) by training a conditional random fields (CRF) model on the training data provided by the participating institutions in the consortium. In the public evaluation of POS taggers for Indian languages (Bharati and Mannem, 2007) , the tagger (Avinesh and Karthik, 2007) was ranked best among all the existing taggers.
Indian languages are morphologically rich with Dravidian languages posing extra challenge because of their agglutinative nature. Avinesh and Karthik (2007) noted that morphological information play an important role in Indian language POS tagging. Their CRF model is trained on all the important morphological features to predict the output tag for a word in a given context. The pipeline of (Avinesh and Karthik, 2007) The major drawback with this tagging model is that it relies on a pipeline and if something breaks in the pipeline, the POS tagger doesn't work. We found that the tagger annotates only 78% of the input sentences. The tagger is found to be too slow to scale for large annotation tasks.
We aim to remove this pipeline, yet build an efficient tagger which also performs morphological analysis at the same time.
Kannada and Telugu Background
Kannada and Telugu are spoken by 35 and 75 million people respectively 2 . Majority of the existing research in Indian languages focused on few languages like Hindi, Marathi, Bengali, Telugu and Tamil, as a result of which other languages like Kannada, Malayalam are relatively resource-poor.
Telugu is known to be highly influenced by Kannada, making the languages slightly mutually intelligible (Datta, 1998 (Datta, , pg. 1690 ). Until 13 th century both the languages have same script. In the later years, the script has changed but still close similarities can be observed. Both the scripts belong to the same script family.
The similarities between Kannada and Telugu, and the relative resource abundance in Telugu, motivates us to develop a cross language POS tagger for Kannada using Telugu.
Our Tagset
All the Indian languages have similarities in morphological properties and syntactic behaviour. The only main difference is the agglutinative behaviour of Dravidian languages. Observing these similarities and differences in Indian languages, Bharati et We encode morphological information to the above tagset creating a fine-grained POS tagset similar to the work of (Schmid and Laws, 2008) for German, which is morphologically rich like Kannada. Each tag consists of 6 fields. Table 1 describe each field and its statistics. For example, our tag NN.n.m.sg.3.o represents the main POS tag 'NN' for common noun as defined by (Bharati et al., 2006) , 'n' for coarse grained category noun, 'm' for masculine gender, 'sg' for singular number, '3' for 3 rd person, 'o' for oblique case. For more guidelines on morphological labels, please refer to .
Since our POS tag encodes morphological information in itself, our tagger could also be used as a morphological analyser. A sample sentence POS tagged by our tagger is displayed in Figure 1 .
Our Method
We aim to build a Hidden-Markov model (HMM) based Kannada POS tagger described by the Equation 1. We use TnT (Brants, 2000) , a popular implementation of the second-order Markov model for POS tagging. We construct the TnT model by estimating transition and emission probabilities of Kannada using the cross-language Telugu. Since our tagset has both POS and morphological information encoded in it, the HMM model has an advantage of using morphological information to predict the main POS tag, and the inverse, where main POS tag helps to predict the morphological information. Briefly, the steps involved in our method are 
Step1: Kannada and Telugu Corpus Creation
Corpus collection once used to be long, slow and expensive. But with the advent of the Web and the success of Web-as-Corpus notion (Kilgarriff and Grefenstette, 2003) , corpus collection can be highly automated, and thereby fast and inexpensive.
We have used Corpus Factory method (Kilgarriff et al., 2010) to collect Kannada and Telugu corpora from the Web. The method is described in the following steps.
Frequency List: Corpus Factory method requires a frequency list of the language of interest to start corpus collection. The frequency list of the language is built from its Wikipedia dump 3 . The dump is processed to remove all the Wiki and HTML markup to extract raw corpus, the Wiki corpus. The frequency list is then built from the tokenised Wiki corpus.
Seed Word Collection: We treat the top 1000 words of the frequency list as the high-frequency words of the language and the next 5000 as the mid-frequency ones which we shall use as our seed words.
Query Generation: 30,000 random queries of 2-word size are generated such that no query is identical nor its permutations.
URL Collection: Each query is sent to Bing 4 search engine and the pages corresponding to the hits are downloaded. These pages are converted to UTF-8 encoding.
Filtering Above pages are cleaned to remove boiler-plate text (i.e. html and irrelevant blocks like ads) extracting the plain text. Some of these pages are found to be in foreign languages and some of them are found to be spam. We applied a simple language modelling based filter to remove these pages. The filter validates only the pages in which the ratio of non-frequent words to the highfrequent words is maintained. If a page doesn't meet this criteria, we discard it.
Near-Duplicate Removal: The above filter isn't sufficient to discard the pages which are duplicates. In-order to detect them, we used Broder et al. (1997) near-duplicate detection algorithm, and store only one page among the duplicates.
Finally we collected cleaned corpora of 16 million words for Kannada and 4.6 million words for Telugu 5 .
Step 2: Estimating Kannada Transition Probabilities
Transition probabilities represent the probability of transition to a state from the previous states. Here each state represents a tag and hence P (t i |t i−1 , t i−2 ). We estimate transition probabilities in two different ways.
From the source language
Across typologically related languages, it is likely that transition probabilities among tags are the same. We assume the transition probabilities of Telugu to be approximately equal to the transition probabilities of Kannada. One can estimate the transition probabilities of a language from its manually annotated corpora. Since we do not have the manually annotated Telugu corpora publicly available, we have used (Avinesh and Karthik, 2007) to tag the Telugu corpus downloaded in Step 1. This tagged corpus captures an approximation of the true transition probabilities in the manually annotated corpora.
The tagged corpus is converted to the format in Figure 1 and then using TnT we estimate transition probabilities.
From the target language
Apart from using Telugu transition probabilities, we also experimented with the existing Kannada POS tagger. We annotated the Kannada corpus collected in Step 1 using the existing tagger. We then estimated the transition probabilities from the machine annotated Kannada corpus. Note that if Kannada POS tagger is used for estimating transition probabilities, our tagger can no longer be called a cross-language tagger, and is monolingual. This tagger is used to compare the performance of cross-lingual and mono-lingual taggers.
Since we learn the transition probabilities of the fine-grained POS tags from a large corpora, this helps in building a robust and efficient tagger compared to the existing mono-lingual tagger. Robust because we would be able to predict POS and morphological information for unseen words, and efficient because the morphological information helps in better POS prediction and vice versa.
Step 3: Estimating Kannada Emission Probabilities
Emission probabilities represent the probabilities of an emission (output) of a given state. Here state corresponds to tag and emission to a word and hence P (w i |t i ). We tried various ways of estimating emission probabilities of Kannada.
Approximate string matching
It is not easy to estimate emission probabilities of a language from a cross language without the help of either parallel corpora or a bilingual dictionary or a translation system. Since the languages, Kannada and Telugu, are slightly mutually intelligible (Datta, 1998 (Datta, , pg. 1690 , we aimed to exploit lexical similarities between Kannada and Telugu to the extent possible. Firstly, a Telugu lexicon is built by training TnT on the machine annotated Telugu corpora (Step 1). The lexicon has the information of each Telugu word and its corresponding POS tags along with their frequencies. Then, a word list for Kannada is built from the Kannada corpus. For a every Kannada word, the most probable similar Telugu word is determined using approximate string matching 6 . To measure similarity, we transliterated both Kannada and Telugu words to a common ASCII encoding. For example, the most similar Telugu words of the Kannada word xAswAnu are ('xAswAn', 0.545), ('xAswAru', 0.5), ('rAswAnu', 0.5), ('xAswAdu', 0.5) and the most similar Telugu words of the Kannada word viBAgavu are ('viBAgamu', 0.539), ('viBAga', 0.5), ('viBAgalanu', 0.467) , ('viBAgamulu', 0.467) .
We assume that for a Kannada word, its tags and their frequencies are equal to the most similar Telugu word. Based on this assumption, we build a lexicon for Kannada with each word having its plausible tags and frequencies derived from Telugu. This lexicon is used for estimating transition probabilities.
Source tags and target morphology
For each morphological set from the machine annotated Telugu corpora, we determine all its plausible fine-grained POS tags. For example, morphological set n.n.sg..o is associated with all the tags which satisfy the regular expression *.n.n.sg..o. Then for every word in Kannada, based on its morphology determined by the morphological analyser, we assign all the tags applicable, as learned from Telugu uniformly. The drawback of this approach is that the search space is large.
Target tags with uniform distribution
Instead of estimating emission probabilities from the cross language, we learn the plausible finegrained tags of a given Kannada word from the machine annotated Kannada corpora (Step 1) and assume uniform distribution over all its tags. Though we learn the tags using the existing POS tagger, we do not use the information about tag frequencies, and hence we are not using the emission probabilities of the existing tagger. The existing tagger is just used to build a lexicon for Kannada.
Since we run the tagger on a large Kannada corpus, our lexicon contains most of the Kannada word forms and their corresponding POS and morphological information. This lexicon helps in removing the pipeline of (Avinesh and Karthik, 2007) , thus building a high-speed tagger. Even, if some words are absent in the lexicon, TnT is well known to predict tags for unseen words based on the transition probabilities.
The advantage of this method over the previous is that the search space is drastically reduced.
Target emission probabilities
In this method, we learn the Kannada emission probabilities directly from the machine annotated Kannada corpora, i.e. we use the emission probabilities of the existing tagger. This helps us in estimating the upper-bound performance of the crosslingual tagger when the transition probabilities are taken from Telugu.
Also, it helps in estimating the upper-bound performance of mono-lingual tagger when the transition probabilities are directly taken from Kannada. Our mono-lingual tagger will be robust, fast and as accurate as the existing mono-lingual tagger.
Step4: Final Tagger
We experimented with various TnT tagging models by selecting transition and emission probabilities from the Steps 2 and 3. Though one may question the performance of TnT for free-word order languages like Kannada, Hana et al. (2004) found that TnT models are as good as other models for free-word order languages. Additionally, Schmid and Laws (2008) observed that TnT models are also good at learning fined-grained transition probabilities. In our evaluation, we also found that our TnT models are competitive to the existing CRF model of (Avinesh and Karthik, 2007) .
Apart from building POS tagging models, we also learned the associations of each word with its lemma and suffix given a POS tag, from the machine annotated Kannada corpus. For example, Kannada word aramaneVgalYannu is associated with lemma aramaneV and suffix annu when occurred with the tag NN.n.n.pl..o and similarly word aramaneVgeV is associated with lemma aramaneV and suffix igeV when occurred with the tag NN.n.n.sg..o.
An example sentence tagged by our models along with the lemmatisation is displayed in Figure 1.
Evaluation Results
We evaluated all our models on the manually annotated Kannada corpora developed by the ILMT consortium 7 . The corpus consists of 201,373 words and it is tagged with Bharati et al. (2006) tagset which forms the first field of our finegrained POS tagset. Since we did not have manually annotated data for morphology, we evaluated only on the first field of our tags. For example, in the tag NST.n.n.pl..o, we evaluate only for NST. Table 2 displays the results for various tagging models. Note that all our models are TnT models whereas (Avinesh and Karthik, 2007 ) is a CRF model.
Model 1 uses the transition probabilities of Telugu (section 4.2.1) and emission probabilities estimated from Telugu using approximate string matching (section 4.3.1). This model achieves 50% accuracy without using almost any resources of the target language. This is encouraging especially for languages which do not have any re- Table 2 : Evaluation results of various tagging models sources. Model 2 uses the transition probabilities of Telugu (section 4.2.1) and the emission probabilities estimated by mapping Telugu tags to the Kannada morphology (section 4.3.2). The performance is poor due to explosion in search space of the plausible tags. We optimise the search space using a Kannada lexicon in Model 3.
Model 3 uses the transition probabilities of Telugu (section 4.2.1) and emission probabilities estimated from machine-built Kannada lexicon (section 4.3.3). The performance is competitive with the mono-lingual taggers Models 5 and 6. The tagger has better F-measure than (Avinesh and Karthik, 2007) . This model reveals that transition probabilities apply across typologically related Indian languages. To build an efficient cross-lingual tagger, it is good-enough to use cross-language transitions along with the target lexicon i.e. the list of all the tags plausible for a given target word.
Model 4 uses the transition probabilities of Telugu (section 4.2.1) and emission probabilities of Kannada estimated from the existing Kannada tagger (section 4.3.4). This gives us an idea of the upper-bound performance of cross-language POS taggers when source transition probabilities are used. The performance is almost equal to the mono-lingual tagger Model 5, showing that transition probabilities across Kannada and Telugu are almost same. We could build cross-language POS taggers as efficient as mono-lingual taggers conditioned that we have a good target lexicon.
Model 5 is a mono-lingual tagger which uses target transition and emission probabilities estimated from the existing tagger (section 4.2.2 and 4.3.4). The performance is highly competitive with better F-measure than (Avinesh and Karthik, 2007) . This shows that a HMM-based tagger is as efficient as a CRF model (or any other model). While to tag 16 million words of Kannada corpora using (Avinesh and Karthik, 2007) took 5 days on a Quadcore processor @ 2.3 GHz each core, it hardly took few minutes by TnT model with better recall. We also aim to develop robust, fast and efficient mono-lingual taggers to Indian languages which already have POS taggers. Table 3 displays the tagwise results of our crosslanguage tagger Model 3, our mono-lingual tagger Model 5 and the existing mono-lingual tagger Model 6.
Conclusions
This is an attempt to build POS taggers and other tools for resource-poor Indian languages using relatively resource-rich languages. Our experimental results for Kannada using Telugu are highly encouraging towards building cross-language tools. Cross-language POS taggers are found to be as accurate as the mono-lingual POS taggers.
Future directions include building cross language tools for other resource-poor Indian language, such as Malayalam using Tamil, Marathi using Hindi, Nepali using Hindi, etc. For Indian languages which already have tools, we aim to build robust, fast and efficient tools using the existing tools.
Finally, all the tools developed in this work are available for download 8 . The corpora (tagged) developed for this work is accessible through Sketch Engine 9 or Intellitext 10 interface. Table 3 : Tag wise results of Models 3, 5 and 6 described in Table 2 
